Abstract-3D (or stereo) video has been a visually appealing and costly affordable technology. More sophisticated multiview videos have also been demonstrated. Yet their remarkably increased data volume poses greater challenges to the conventional client/server streaming systems, which has already suffered from supporting 2D videos. The stringent multi-stream synchronization further complicate the system design. In this paper, we present an initial attempt toward efficient streaming of stereo/multi-view videos over a peer-to-peer network. We show that the inherent multi-stream nature of stereo video makes segment scheduling more difficult, which is particularly acute with the existence of multiple senders in a peer-to-peer overlay. We formulate the stereo segment scheduling problem as a Binary Quadratic Programming problem and optimally solve it using an MIQP solver. However, given the high peer dynamics and the stringent playback deadline in real-time streaming, the optimal solution is too costly to be obtained. Thus, we develop two efficient algorithms to allow peers frequently compute the scheduling. We show that one of the proposed algorithms can achieve an analytical guarantee in the worst case performance, in particular, the approximation factor is at most 3 comparing with the optimal solution. We implement the proposed algorithms and the optimal in a peer-to-peer simulating system, and show that the proposed algorithms can achieve near-optimal performance efficiently. We further implement two other scheduling algorithms that are used in popular peer-to-peer streaming systems for comparison, and extend our design to support multi-view video with view diversity and dynamics. Under different end-system and network configurations with both stereo and multi-view streaming, the simulation results demonstrate that our algorithms outperform others in terms of streaming quality, stream synchronization/smoothness and scalability.
I. INTRODUCTION
The recent advances in stereoscopic video capture, compression, and display have made 3 Dimensional (3D) video a visually appealing and costly affordable technology. We have witnessed a series of new releases of 3D movies in the past two years (e.g., Avatar), with much more being just announced. FIFA, partnered with Sony, deliver 3D videos from 25 matches of the 2010 World Cup in South Africa, debuting a technology breakthrough in the broadcast history. The abundant content, together with the dramatically decreasing price, have become driving forces to the vast growth of 3D-capable disc players and LED TVs, or even notebooks (e.g., Toshiba Satellite A665) in the market, which are quickly sweeping away the conventional 2D devices.
3D video (also referred as stereo Video) is perceived by humans with additional three-dimensional depth, which is resulting from the spatial disparity of two slightly different streams for left and right eyes' viewpoints respectively. Currently, the popular H.264/AVC coding standard has well supported 3D video through its MVC (Multiple Video Coding) extension [1] . Beyond local storage and playback, faster home broadband connections have also fostered 3D video streaming over the Internet. Cisco predicted that 3D and high-definition video will increase 13 times between 2009 and 2014. By 2014, annual global IP traffic would reach almost threefourths of a zettabyte (i.e., 0.75 trillion gigabytes), and 3D and high-definition video would comprise about 42% of it. The most popular video sharing site, Youtube, has promoted to develop a stereoscopic player since July 2009, and is currently experimenting over 100 experimental 3D videos supporting ten viewing styles.
There have been a number of pioneer academic works on streaming 3D video over the Internet, too; see [2] [3] . Most of them, like those commercial products, are client/server based however. This classical communication paradigm has already suffered from streaming the traffic-intensive 2D videos, and the remarkably increased data volume of 3D videos poses even greater challenges. Peer-to-peer (P2P) streaming, on the other hand, has shown to be a highly scalable and practical alternative. We believe that it can be a candidate of great potentials for 3D video streaming as well, particularly considering that its commercial success in delivering live TV or on-demand movies, and many these contents are in the transition from 2D to 3D.
The inherent multi-stream nature of 3D video unfortunately makes segment scheduling more difficult than that of 2D video, which has already been proved to be NP-Complete problem [4] . This is because, to enable stereoscopic perception at the user side, not only segments in one stream have to arrive before playback deadlines, but also they have to be paired with corresponding segments with the same playback time in the other stream. Poor synchronization between streams prolongs the playback delay, and would even cause spatial displacement of objects in the two views, resulting in false parallax perception [5] . The problem is severe in a peer-topeer overlay, given the existence of multiple senders and node churns. For multi-view video, since a user is only interested in a subset of the views but can switch over views, the challenge becomes even acuter with such view diversity and dynamics.
In this paper, we focus on the stereo segment scheduler design, a key component for streaming 3D/multi-view videos over P2P systems. The paper has the following contributions:
• We present an initial attempt toward efficient streaming of 3D/multi-view videos over a P2P network. We show that the separated streaming brings comparable streaming service (streaming rate, startup delay and playback continuity) of the mixed streaming, with lower system cost and better scalability (lower server load).
• We show that the inherent multi-stream nature of 3D video makes segment scheduling more difficult, particularly, we formulate the stereo segment scheduling problem as a Binary Quadratic Programming problem and discuss its hardness.
• We develop two efficient algorithms to allow peers frequently update the scheduling, and provide theoretical analysis on their performance guarantee and time complexity.
• We implement the optimal algorithm, the proposed algorithms in a large-scale P2P simulating system. Through simulation on typical stereo video sequence, we show that the proposed algorithms achieve near-optimal performance. We further conduct comparison with other heuristic algorithms and the results demonstrate the superiority of our algorithms in terms of streaming quality, stream synchronization/smoothness and scalability.
• We extend our algorithm to stream multi-view stereo video with video diversity and dynamics. To support it, a light-weight clustering based overlay is introduced. Under different end-system and network configurations with typical multi-view video sequence, we show that the designed overlay outperforms random overlay in efficient grouping/re-grouping peers in multi-view video.
II. RELATED WORK
There have been significant studies on P2P video streaming with both tree-based (e.g., [6] [7] ) and mesh-based (e.g., [4] [8]) approaches have seen real deployment. In the tree-based approach, peers are organized into one tree or multiple trees, with each data packet being disseminated through them. Peers in the tree(s) have well-defined parent-children relationship, where upon receiving one packet the peer will forward the copies of the packet to all its children. Since all the data packets follow the same dissemination pattern, the tree(s) can be optimized to guarantee good performance. However, as the majority of the peers reside in the leaves of the tree, their upload resources are not utilized efficiently. Further, such tree(s) are fragile particularly when a peer higher in the tree leaves or fails, it may disrupt delivery of data to a large number of offspring peers. To improve the resilience of the data delivery, the mesh-based approach is proposed, where no specific structure of date delivery is defined. Instead, peers randomly select some other peers to establish partnership and transmit data.
For segment scheduling, [9] did a measurement-based study on the random scheduling. A queue-based chunk scheduling strategy was then developed for live video streaming, which achieved a near-optimal streaming rate [10] . A more recent work [11] theoretically formulated the problem with an approximation algorithm that maximizes the perceived video quality. These previous works however considered the singleview 2D video only. There have been a few related works for P2P streaming of other 3D contents, e.g., for virtual world [12] , where each user has his individual visibility of the scene. We focus on the synchronization between two video streams that have tight decoding dependency. However,this work motivates us to explore the resource sharing in the multi-view streaming. A close work to multi-view video is [13] , where video streams of multiple views are delivered over independent trees. We on the other hand consider the more practical meshbased solution with a focus on the stereo segment scheduling to deliver different views. To our knowledge, P2P stereo/multiview video has been largely unexplored.
The multimedia synchronization problem for general distributed systems was studied since early 90s. An early synchronization control protocol for networked real-time data transmission was presented [14] . Synchronization can also achieved by accelerating or retarding the media transmission on the server side [15] , or alternatively by skipping or pausing the media presentation on the client side [16] . There have been a number of recent contributions, and a comprehensive survey that summarizes the traditional and state-of-the-art media synchronization approaches can be found in [17] . These works have largely concentrated on synchronization between video and audio (lip-syn) or text, and mainly in the client/server context. Similar work for the stream synchronization are P2P systems with SVC [18] and MDC [19] . In these systems, the receiver can play the video with considerable amount of layers (in SVC) or descriptions (in MDC) received, the tightlycoupled nature of the two streams in 3D video will disrupt the normal playback by missing data segment from either one of the two streams. The coordination and synchronization can be considerably more complicated in P2P with each peer being both client and sever.
III. STEREO SEGMENT SCHEDULING A. System Model
Different from traditional monoscopic 2D video streaming, two distinct data sequences for a 3D video will be distributed. Data segments with the same playback time, upon receiving, will be combined to produce a stereo frame pair, enabling depth perception. To ensure that the segments of different views arrive simultaneously at a destination, a simple approach would be mixing the segments into one streaming for transmission. It is however quite inflexible, and we instead suggest that the segments being delivered through two separate streams. A salient advantage here is the better compatibility and interoperability with monoscopic-only clients since only one stream is needed given the client's bandwidth or display device constraints. Further, with sufficient bandwidth and appropriate 3D device, some users may still prefer to enjoy 2D due to the eye comfort or health concerns. This is necessary for a smooth and therefore successful transition to 3D video from the current hardware and software platforms that remain dominated by 2D video. Note that we focus on the segment scheduler design, which is a key component in P2P streaming systems. Our model and solution however does not impose any assumption on other components in the system, and therefore, it can be easily implemented in the current mesh-based P2P systems to support stereo video streaming.
As in other mesh-based overlays, each peer maintains a buffer for the received segments and a window slides over the buffer, covering the segments of interest for playback and transmission. The availability of the segments within the window is represented by a peer's buffer bitmap, which is periodically updated and exchanged among partners. For stereo videos, each peer's buffer has to maintain two spatially separated lists, each stores the received segments from one view. Peer has a value of center-of-interest(COI) expressed as COI(time,viewpoint) representing which viewpoint and which video part it is currently watching. The time is set to be in the middle of the sliding window and the viewpoint represents which two views constitute the stereoscope perception. After COI values are distribution, peers will find interested partners, and establish partnerships for data exchange. Fig.1(b) shows a buffer window example. A playback unit (PU) consists of one left and one right segment with the same playback time. Missing either one will result in discontinued playback, or renders the view to be monoscopic, which is undesirable for 3D-capable viewers. In the next sections, we will firstly discuss the scheduling problem with 2-stream buffer for a fixed viewpoint, and propose two algorithms that facilitate both intra-stream continuity and inter-stream synchronization. That is, segments within the same stream are received before deadlines, and meanwhile they are paired with the corresponding segment in the other stream. We will extend our design together with a Voronoi-based overlay to accommodate multi-view video in Section IV.
B. Problem Statement
Let denote the set of PUs to be scheduled for (since peers only schedule segments within the buffer window, the maximum number of PUs equals peer's window size, which is ). Let denote the weight of the ℎ PU and be 's partner set (| | = ). We use to denote 's views set, = { , }, meaning that 's stereoscope viewpoint is composed of the left view and the right view . The segment availability in partner is represented by , ∈ , indicating whether has buffered the ℎ segment of stream (with = 1 being yes). Let denote 's bandwidth allocated to . In our system, each partner will evenly allocate its total bandwidth to all its receiving peers for fairness. Let denote the scheduling variable, representing whether fetching the ℎ segment of stream from or not. We formulate the stereo segment scheduling problem as follows:
The objective function is to maximize the weighted number of complete PUs. The weight could be modeled as the importance of the ℎ PU (e.g., video quality improvement, the decoding role it takes, or the urgent level it lies (deadline related)). We model as the total bits of all video frames that use segment pair as the reference frame for decoding. These frames may have MCP (Motion Compensated Prediction) dependency or DCP (Disparity Compensated Prediction) dependency on [20] , which explores the inter-stream similarity for encoding/decoding. We also incorporate segment deadline in the weight modeling with more urgent pairs having higher weight. The current weight modeling is simple but provides a potential design space for 3D video streaming. The first constraint means that one segment is only available if at least one of the partners send it to , or has already locally buffered it. The second constraint implies that whether the sending partner has a copy of this segment or not. The third constraint indicated the bandwidth limitation. Note that is represented by the number of segments. This is an approximated value since segments have different sizes. Upon receiving transmission requests, partners will consume different bandwidth to send different segments until their total bandwidth is used up. The fourth constraint is to avoid duplicated transmission from multiple partners.
Problem Hardness and the Optimal Solution: The stated stereo segment scheduling is Binary Quadratic Programming (BQP) problem, which is known to be NP-Hard [21] . Many existing solvers are developed to optimally solve these problems. In this paper, we implement the MIQP solver in CPLEX [22] package to get the optimal (referred as OPT algorithm), serving as the benchmark for performance comparison.
C. Algorithms and Analysis
The MIQP solver can get the optimal solution. However, given that the large scale and high dynamics nature of P2P network, as well as the stringent deadline requirement in VoD streaming, this method is too costly to be obtained in the real world implementation. We thus design two efficient heuristics to allow each peer ( ) frequently update the schedule. The key observation is that partners are no longer independent with each other to make a valid contribution as that in 2D segment scheduling, but rather, each peer needs to be matched with another peer being its "collaborator" to transmit a complete segment pair (the ℎ PU), with one contributing the left segment ( ℎ segment of stream ) and the other contributing the right one ( ℎ segment of stream ). Thus, our goal is to find out the best matchings of partners to transmit as highest weighted segment pairs as possible, given partners' limited bandwidth and segment availability.
Best Matching First (BMF) Algorithm: As the name indicates, the first algorithm is focused on the partner matching, where it processes partners sequentially. The main idea is, for each currently processing partner, BMF selects its best "collaborator" (in terms of the weight contribution they produce) among possible candidates to transmit segment pairs. For reference, we summarize the notations used in BMF and their definitions in Table I .
The pseudo code of BMF algorithm (at peer ) is present in Algorithm 1. Basically, the scheduler runs totally rounds, each processing one partner . When processing , the scheduler will search the whole set of candidates (partner 0 to , line4), and select matching with that produce the highest sum of increased weight (line10, assume that the segment pair has been sorted with weight decreasing order, and we could then simply select the first pairs to compute the increased weight, see line7,8). At the same time, the corresponding two partners ( and ) will have remaining bandwidth updated for future round's processing. Note that partner can match with itself, in this case, the bandwidth update is done in line12, and for matching two different partners, see line15. Meanwhile, the scheduling strategy is updated as well as the total number of scheduled pairs (line17). It keeps searching for the second highest sum of increased weight, and so on until there are no segment pairs to fetch for (line3). The situation occurs when partner and 's upload bandwidth is used out ( ( ) = 0 or ( ) = 0), or two partners cannot constitute any pair ( ( , ) = 0), or all of the missing pairs are already scheduled in previous rounds ( ( ) = )(line6). Recall that the bandwidth is presented in terms of the number of segments. The matching result comes from processing partners' bitmaps (e.g., do AND operation), which will be iteratively updated by the newest scheduling strategy ( ) (line5). This operation is to avoid duplicated segments transmission from multiple partners. The reason why we only need to update 's bitmap is because previously searched candidate ∈ will no longer be considered to match with since they have already constitute pairs before (line4). The final scheduling ( ( ) ) will be conducted after all partners are processed.
With no further pairs to fetch, partners may still have remaining bandwidth. We utilize these resource to transmit as many single segments as possible since more fully filled local buffer will facilitate scheduling in the next time lot.
Algorithm 1: BMF: Best Matching First Algorithm
The time complexity of BMF is (
3 ), where is the total number of partners and is the total number of segment pairs. In typical P2P systems, each peer maintains approximately tens of partners and each time slot only needs to process tens of segment pairs. Therefore, the running time is very small and practical for the real time implementation. BMF guarantees optimum up to the current processing round. However, the performance depends on the partner processing order and the distribution of available segments as well as partner's bandwidth (for example, sorting partners with bandwidth decreasing order may take better advantage of upload resources, and sorting them with fewest number of available segments may successfully fetch rare segments to compose high-weight pair). Thus, it is hard to determine its approximation bound for the optimal problem mathematically. To see its performance and the impact of partner sorting, we evaluate it through simulations. As we will see in the evaluation section, BMF performs well although it has unknown performance guarantee.
Highest-weighted Pair First (HPF) Algorithm: Differently from BMF, HPF processes segment pairs sequentially, starting from the pair with the highest weight and then the second highest and so on. As in Algorithm 2, we firstly sort all possible segment pairs in weight decreasing order (line2). And for each segment pair , the HPF scheduler will find two partners sets that can transmit 's left segment and right segment respectively (line6,9). Then it randomly selects two partners ( and ), each from one set, that can collaboratively transmit a complete pair (line12) and schedule the corresponding segments to the two partners (line13). Meanwhile, their remaining bandwidth are updated (line14). Similarly, the scheduler stops when all of the required segment pairs are scheduled or any two of the partners can not transmit a whole pair (either they have no remaining bandwidth or they do not cache the segments in their local buffers), and does the scheduling (line16). In the following theorem, we prove that the proposed HPF algorithm has an approximation factor of 3 for the stereo segment scheduling problem.
THEOREM 1: The HPF algorithm has an approximation factor of 3 for the stereo segment scheduling problem Proof: Let be the set of segment pairs scheduled by our algorithm and * be the optimal solution. Correspondingly, ( ) is the total weight value HPF generates and ( * ) is the optimal value. We define = ∩ * , = ∖ and * = * ∖ . Therefore, we have * = ∪ * , where ⊆ .
For each segment pair * ∈ * , which is scheduled to fetch from partner * and * in the optimal solution, the reason why our algorithm does not schedule it is because at least one of * and * has no remaining bandwidth (line5,8) when we are trying to schedule this pair (since it is in the optimal solution, the two partners do have cached the corresponding segments). Thus, the last remaining bandwidth of * or/and * must be used in some previous round in HPF to fetch another segment pair, say ( * ). By our algorithm (line2,3), the weight value produced by pair ( * ) is higher than * , that is, * ≤ ( * ) . Note that ( * ) could be in . This case happens when HPF chooses two wrong partners (at least one , however the number of copies of ( * ) is at most two since only two bandwidth is needed to fetch one pair, which implies that
The time complexity of HPF is (
), where is the total number of partners and is the total number of segment pairs. Similarly as stated previously, as each peer maintains approximately tens of partners and each time slot only needs to process tens of segment pairs. Therefore, the running time is also very small. Further, HPF scheduler have partners load reasonably balanced due to the randomness of selecting partners among possible candidates to transmit segments.
IV. EXTENSION TO MULTI-VIEW
In this section, we implement our segment stereo scheduler in multi-view scenario to verify its feasibility, where to support multi-view with view diversity and dynamics, a light-weight clustering based overlay will be introduced.
To realize multi-view video, multiple cameras that are spatially displaced record the same video from one different angle, each representing a view position. This allows users to arbitrarily select one viewpoint to enjoy the video, not necessary to be on a fixed position in the middle front of the screen. Further, users can possibly have stereoscope perception from two adjacent views in multiple different viewing positions.
In this multi-view scenario, not only a user might be interested in different part of a video, but also might prefer to watch the video from different angles as well. This constrains resource sharing among peers. Besides the view diversity, users may change viewpoint during watching. Some pioneer work address this problem by view prediction from users feedback in clinet/server streaming. This is however computationally costly given the co-existence of millions of users as well as frequent view changes.
We address these challenges by leveraging clustering (in particular, Voronoi diagram [23] ) to efficiently locate partners with overlapped interest. We have a plane called V-Plane (Fig.2) which extends in time and space dimensions, where the time corresponds to playback time slots and the space consists of different viewpoints. After locating the peers according to their COI values, we generate a Voronoi diagram by using the existing Fortune's algorithm [24] . We can see that, although peers have individually-differentiated COI, they can still have overlapped content of interest. This is because peers are usually interested in video content in a period of time, which locate near its COI (in the time scale). For example, P and C are watching in the same viewpoint , and thus they can share the overlapped content in their buffers for both streams. Also, adjacent peers will have one same view shared (in the space scale), for example, the right stream of P will be same as the left stream of E. Therefore, separated delivery of streams will better utilize the resource sharing among different users.
In V-Plane, peers having overlapped interest are partners. Each peer maintains two partners lists, namely, direct partners (DP) and undirect partners (uDP). Each peer has a priority line, which consists of a set of COI points covering its interested content in the same viewpoint. Partners within the priority line compose the DP list, and they will be scheduled to transmit video data by using the BMF (HPF) algorithms. We also define peer's -nearest neighborhood, covering COIs of undirect partners that are watching different viewpoints (in typical P2P systems, each peer maintains approximately tens of partners. Thus, we set the value of from 12 to 20 in simulation). Although the undirect partners may not exchange the current video content, they could be possibly promoted to direct partners, especially when the peer changes viewpoint. An example of peer's direct and undirect partners is shown in the figure. Note that with view dynamics, the 2-stream buffer window will slide in both spatial and temporal directions ( Fig.1(a) ). This means that in the case of view change, the pre-downloaded content of the current viewpoint may not be useful while the new content of interest has yet to be fetched. To avoid data outage, the V-Plane overlay reduces the view switching delay by quickly re-locating new partners; for example, when P changes perception viewpoint, it can quickly locate new direct partners from its current uDP list (since in the normal cases, peers will gradually change viewpoints, i.e., to its adjacent viewpoint first). Note that upon viewchange, the Voronoi diagram will need to be re-generated and updated. The maintenance of uDP list however introduces little extra overhead since there is no data exchange between undirect partners, and thus, little information (e.g., the bitmap) need to be maintained.
V. EVALUATION

A. Simulation Setup
We evaluate the performance of our 3D/multi-view video streaming system through simulations. Similar to [25] , we generate three typical classes of peers, namely, Cable/Ethernet, DSL2, and Modem/ISDN/DSL1. We summarize the bandwidth distribution and peer population for each class in Table  II . Due to the existence of free riders in traditional peer-topeer systems, we assume that peers are willing to contribute approximately half of their resources for sharing (the average upload bandwidth each peer can receive is approximately 1.5 times of the original data rate). Each peer has totally eight partners. As in previous studies [26] [27], we assume a Poisson process with rate for peer arrival, and the default is set to 20, i.e., on average 20 peers arrive every minute (we will examine the impact of peer arrival rate in later subsections). We also use a Weibull distribution to model the lifetime of the participating peers [28] . As such, the peers join the system at different times, and would stay throughout the simulation (60 minutes) or depart earlier should a peer has a relatively short lifetime.
The video source we used for simulation is based on the standard multi-view video sequence "Ballet" (MERL [29] ). The resolution is 1024*768 with a frame rate of 15 frames/s. We select two views to construct a stereo video sequence of 120 seconds. Using the reference JMVC 8.0 Encoder [30] , adjacent two view video has an average bitrate of 746.4kbps, and we repeat the sequence throughout the 1-hour simulation.
We firstly consider a fixed viewpoint of stereo video. We implement the MIQP solver in CPLEX [22] package to get the optimal scheduling (referred as OPT algorithm), serving as the benchmark to assess the performance of the proposed algorithms (BMF and HPF). We further implement two other popular algorithms for comparison, namely the Rarest First (RF) scheduling [4] , and the Random scheduling [9] . We also examine the impact of partner sorting on performance of BMF, in particular, sorting with bandwidth decreasing order (bwDecreasing) and with number of available segment increasing order (segIncreasing). Finally, we compare our V-Plane overlay (H-VO) for the multi-view video with view change with a random mesh overlay (H-RO). Figure 3i shows the average streaming rate comparison with dynamic overlay (note that the overlay size will generally increase when time increases because of continuous new-coming and leaving peers). Note that there is a gap (20Kbps) between the optimal rate and the original data rate. This is because, the performance is bounded by the limited resource which represents the typical behavior in the real world applications. As we see that both BMF and HPF algorithms achieve nearoptimal streaming rate, with only 10Kbps gap to the optimal. Mostly importantly, the two can run much faster than the OPT (in our simulation, they only spent 1/250 time of OPT did), which confirms their efficiency to support real time streaming. Surprisingly, the optimal scheduling introduces higher server load than the two, see Figure 3j . We believe that this is due to the unbalanced workload among partners, which results in some peers having bad partners and finally they resort to the server for data transmission. We also see from the two figures that BMF achieves a slightly higher streaming rate than HPF algorithm. This is because, although BMF has no performance guarantee for scheduling, it performs well on most cases. The worst case only happens with some specific partner bandwidth and availability distribution, as well as peer's specific segment demand, which however turns out to rarely happen in P2P streaming system according to the above observation.
B. Comparison with Optimal
C. Comparison with Other Schedulers
We see that BMF and HPF achieve very similar streaming service. To see the performance gap more clearly, we pick one of them to compare with two other existing schedulers. We will select BMF since it has no theoretical performance guarantee and it is more complicated to implement. There are no scheduling algorithms in the existing literature that are specifically designed for stereo segment, we thus select two 2D scheduling algorithms which are used in popular P2P streaming systems currently, namely the Rarest First (RF) scheduling [4] , and the Random (Random) scheduling [9] . The Random algorithm schedules segment randomly from a random partner, and the RF algorithm selects the segment with the fewest number of partners to schedule first and so on. Among multiple partners with the same number of the desired segment, the scheduler selects the partner with the highest bandwidth. With the default setting (peer arrival rate=20 peers/min, buffer window size=20 segments), we firstly compare the system service (streaming rate, startup delay, playback continuity and media synchronization) and system cost (server load and per-peer overhead). We then vary the peer arrival rate and window size to see their impact.
As before, we depict the average data rate in Figure 3a for overlay with dynamic sizes. We plot the data rate when the system can self-serve through peer-to-peer computing without help of the server and reach a stable streaming. As we can see that RF and Random have comparable streaming rate while BMF achieves much better performance with an approximately 30Kbps higher (equally 4% improvement). This is because both of RF and Random schedule segments regardless of differentiation of segment importance and synchronization among different views, which result in more important segments missing or many received segments useless for playback. Further, the random nature of the Random scheduler fails to consider the heterogeneity of upload bandwidth and content distribution among partners when scheduling, and thus it has even lower streaming rate than the RF scheduler. Figure 3b shows the CDF of startup delays for the three schedulers. We find that all of the three yield very similar distribution of startup delay with BMF slightly better. The playback continuity comparison (Figure 3c) shows that near 80% peers achieve more than 0.8 continuity with BMF while they have 70% peers with the same level of the continuity in RF and Random. The reason is similar to the streaming rate, where the random scheduling and the rarest strategy lack of synchronization among different views, which results in increased invalid segments (or worse playback continuity). To further verify the synchronization of our scheduler, we compare the synchronization index in Figure 3d . The synchronization index is defined as the number of received segment pairs over the accumulated number of received pairs and received single segments (only left segment or right segment is received, which means that they are not successfully synchronized). The figure shows that with BMF scheduler, the system could have much higher synchronization index that the other two, demonstrating the superiority of differentiating the importance and dependency of data segments. Specifically, for RF and Random, only 65% users receive 90% successfully paired segments, and the BMF has more than 95% peers that can achieve almost all segments synchronized.
We next evaluate server load and peer maintenance overhead in Figure 3e and Figure 3f respectively. All three systems relieve server load to a contribution level of less than 3%, while BMF can save server capacity of approximately 0.5% more comparing to the other two. This means that in a streaming system where server has limited capacity, BMF can either improve the streaming quality (in terms of data rate) for the same peer population or accommodate more peers with the same streaming quality. Peer maintenance overhead is computed when peers exchange buffer bitmap to indicate data availability, respond to requests (e.g., partnership establishment, data downloading etc.) and deal with dynamics. We can see that both RF and Random have higher overhead (by 15% more) than BMF. We believe that this is due to the higher frequency of updating parents list, which results from poor performance of RF and Random.
We are also interested in how the buffer window size influences the viewing experience on the three systems. Figure  3g shows the average data rate with different window sizes, scaling from 5 segments to 25 segments. We can find that smaller window sizes (sizes of 5 and 10) produce relatively lower streaming rate than the higher values, and the rate goes stable afterwards when the window size reaches a value of 15. We believe that this is because a smaller window would probably receive insufficient amount of segments for playback; on the other hand, a too large window size could not improve system performance since the peers might not be able to well schedule all the segments with limited resources (i.e., the average upload bandwidth one peer could receive is bounded by a consistent value). The remarkable data rate gap in BMF when the window size increases from 10 to 15 is because the size reaches the frame rate which is 15 frames/s. Since the buffer slides forward and also consumes received segment every second, size value close to the consuming rate will probably reach the maximum streaming rate as long as the scheduler can fulfill the buffer for each second. This further verifies the efficiency of BMF.
Finally, we examine the influence of peer arrival rate in Figure 3h (the buffer window size is fixed to 20 segments).
The observation is that BMF performs stably with different peer arrival rates as the existing state-of-the-art of schedulers, and it however provides much higher streaming rate, which is already confirmed in the previous figures. We thus conclude that system with BMF provides better streaming quality, stable performance and scales well.
D. Impact of Partner Sorting
While BMF performs well, there is one key factor that influent on its performance, which is the partner sorting. This is because BMF algorithm process partners sequently with no later partner information considered in the current processing round. We now implement two partner sorting mechanisms to study the impact, namely bwDecreasing and segIncreasing. The bwDecreasing sorts partners with their available bandwidth in decreasing order. That is, peer will select the partner to process scheduling with the highest bandwidth first till to the lowest one. And the segIncreasing sorts the partner according to their available total number of segments that peer wants, following the increasing order. We use these two sorting methods because the available bandwidth and segments availability are two key constraints in scheduling, with the first one serves to better utilize the bandwidth and the second one tries to balance the segment distribution (process partner with the rarest segment first).
Similarly, we pick the streaming rate as the system service and server load, per-peer overhead as the system cost. Figure  4a shows that the sorting mechanisms have little impact on the streaming quality of BMF scheduler, which implies that our scheduling algorithm performs well independently of the processing ordering. Scheduler with bwDecreasing sorting brings slightly higher streaming rate (about 2Kbps higer), this is, however, due to the help from server; see Fig.4b . Besides the aggravated server load, the sorting mechanisms introduce higher per-peer overhead (by at least 15%, see Fig.  4c ). We thus believe that our pure BMF can provide comparable streaming services with lower system cost.
E. Multi-view Stereo with View Change
In this section, we evaluate our V-Plane overlay (H-VO) for the multi-view video with view change, and compare both the streaming service and system cost with a random mesh overlay (H-RO). In both systems, we implement our BMF heuristic with default simulation setting (number of direct partners=8, buffer window size=20 segments, peer arrival rate=20 peers/min). To support multi-view video, we consider a scenario consisting of totally four 2D views (and thus supporting totally three 3D/stereo viewpoints, each from two adjacent views). Upon joining, each peer randomly selects one viewpoint to enjoy, and during watching, it will change its viewpoint once (in a random fashion) and afterwards continues watching to the end. For H-VO, peers maintain a uDP list consisting of undirect partners. We pick the streaming rate and playback continuity to evaluate the streaming service (since they produce almost the same synchronization index, we skip evaluation of this metric here), and the system cost between H-VO with different sizes of uDP lists and H-RO.
As we can see in Figure 5c that H-VO can reduce more server traffic. This is because in H-RO, view changing peers failed to locate new partners for several rounds and finally resort to server for transmission. The help from the server results in better data rate and playback continuity in H-RO, which is comparable to H-VO with uDP size of 18, as shown in Figure5a and 5b. However, H-VO (uDP=18) has remarkably less traffic from server, which indicates that our H-VO copes well with view change without relying on server, and thus scales better. Maintenance of uDP list would introduce not much extra overhead in peers since there is no data transmission between undirect partners (thus, no bitmap or connection cost consumed). However, they do increase the server load as maintaining uDP list requires increased query/transmission when a peer first joins the system or updates uDP list upon bad viewing experience.
The performance of different sizes of uDP list can be seen from these figures as well. As we have totally three stereo viewpoints and a DP size of 8, we believe that the uDP size of approximately 16 is sufficient for quickly locating new partners in the case of view change, given that a peer will randomly select one of the other two viewpoints to watch. Intuitively, more undirect partners maintained, higher probability of new partners will be located, and better quality (streaming rate and playback continuity) a peer will experience during view change. The server load increases when uDP size grows due to the the increased query/transmission for more undirect partners.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
This paper offered a preliminary study on efficient streaming of 3D/multi-view videos over peer-to-peer networks. We focus on the segment scheduler design, which is the key component in peer-to-peer streaming systems. We demonstrated that the inherent multi-stream nature of stereo video makes segment scheduling more difficult, particularly with the existence of multiple senders in a peer-to-peer overlay. We mathematically formulate the scheduling as a BQP problem. Given the stringent playback requirement in real time video streaming, the optimal solution is too computationally costly to obtained. We thus develop two heuristics to efficiently update the scheduling. With theoretical analysis and simulation, we show that the proposed algorithms achieve near-optimal performance and outperforms other popular algorithms. We further extend the design to support multi-view video with view change. There are a number of possible future avenues to explore. We are currently working on more advanced weight modeling of the segment pair based on the rate-distortion model. Besides, we continue on developing the overlay design to fully support multi-view with more views and higher view diversity/dynamics. We are also interested in building and experimenting prototypes with the H.264 MVC codec on ondemand streaming with 3D/multi-view video.
